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Observation of shifts in total reflection of a light beam

by a multilayered structure
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A very strong amplification of both the longitudinal and the transverse shifts in total reflection of a light
beam, rendering them easily observable, together with the filtering of the corresponding pair of polarization
eigenmodes, has been obtained by using one single reflection at a multilayered interface. After presenting the
general philosophy of this approach and summarizing the computational techniques used by one of us (Y.
Levy), we describe the two experimental setups, and produce the photographic recording of our results. Some
theoretical implications of these are very briefly discussed in our conclusion.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is now well known' that in total reflection of a
light beam at a plane interface two shifts occur: a
longitudinal shift' (Fig. 1) with two eigenvalues
separating, as eigenfunctions, the transverse elec-
tric (TE) and the transverse magnetic (TM) modes,
and a transverse shift (Fig. 2), ' with two opposite
eigenvalues separating, as eigenfunctions, the I.
and It modes that are circularly polarized (left and
right) inside the evanescent wave. ' More generally
theoretical analyses' have shown that the image of
a rectilinear object normal to the beam and oblique
on the incidence plane should consist of two paral-
lel lines with orthogonal elliptical polarizations. '

Since they are small, the longitudinal' and the
transverse' shifts have previously been rendered
observable in two different sorts of setups using
many successive total reflections. Both classes of
multiplying procedures are in fact mutually incom-
patible, as should be expected, owing to the incom-
patibility of expansions of the polarization state of
the beam in terms of linear or of circular polar-
izations.

In this paper we present, together with the ex-
perimental results, a new technique for displaying

the longitudinal' and the transverse' shifts in a
total reflection at one single interface, comprising
the filtering of the two eigenmodes of the polariza-
tion state. The calculation of the apparatus by two
of us (Y. Levy and C. Imbert) has used, for the
longitudinal shift, ""both the energy-flux" and the
stationary-phase" method. For the transverse
shift the calculation by the energy-flux method'
is straightforward" and consistent with our mea-
surements; it is not immediately evident, how-
ever, how the stationary-phase argument'4 can
explain the amplification of the shift by means of
the multiple layers. "

As a criterion for calculating our multilayered
amplifying apparatus, the simple Renard and
Imbert' energy-flux-conservation formulas have
been used. Denoting z = 0 the "first interface"
separating [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] the medium 0„

. x&0, of index n, containing the plane incident and
reflected waves from the following layers, y =0
incidence plane, S the Poynting vector, we write
the longitudinal M and transverse 4y shifts as

Lx
Rg

R2

Lx

FIG. 1. The longitudinal or Goos-Hanchen shift.

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the longitudinal
and the transverse shifts (in fact they are not simul-
taneously observable, as their eigenmodes belong to two
different orthogonal sets) .
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II. LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE ENERGY FLUXES
IN THE EVANESCENT SOLUTION OF

MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS

The general solution" of the type we are consid-
ering can be displayed as an arbitrary superposi-
tion of a TE and a TM mode of expression (in units
such that c= 1)

E =e'("t"~"E(z),
e i ( rat -kx+ h )H (z)

(3a)

(3b)

The temporal frequency ~ and the spatial frequency

+00

hx = — S„dz,S ~ ~
x t

+OO

4y = S,dg,
1z 0

that is, we take into account the longitudinal and
transverse energy fluxes in all the layers Qp of
indexes np, p&1, including of course the final
medium containing the evanescent wave; S, denotes
the Poynting vector inside the first medium [Figs.
3(a,) a,nd 3(b)].

We are thus led to discuss the expressions of
S„(z)and S,(z). To this end, that solution of Max-
well's equations which, by hypothesis, is "evanes-
cent" in z for z&z~„and is harmonic in both the t
and the x variables, must be displayed; Q~„de-
notes the last medium [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)].

k along x are common to both modes, and by hypo-
thesis

k&(o or k/(o&1; (4)

e and h denote two phase constants, and E(z) and
H(z) two functions that are continuous, except at
the interfaces z=z~(p= 1, 2, . . . , P).

According to whether the index of the pth layer
Qp comprised between zp, and zp is larger or
smaller than &la» 1, E and H are of the "homo-
geneous" type "sine and cosine, " or of the "inho-
mogeneous" type "sinh and cosh, " that is,

�

+8~ ~x
cos(~l~]z) if n~&k/~&1

(5)
cosh(~ l~ z) if 1&n~&k/ur

with by definition

(6)

By hypothesis n, &k/&u, np„&k/&o, and in the last
medium g &a~„,the wave has the expression

E(z)=E,e-", H(z)=H, e-",
with E, and H, real; in fact,

(8)

From (3a), (3b), and Maxwell's equations we
obtain, E'p and p.p denoting the electric and magnetic
constants,

Z3
p vH„=—ie+y, p, &uH, =PE,
z~&uE„=i8+„, &~&uE, = kH, . -

Denoting pgp' = cp p.p and

(Ba)

(9b)

v 2I =E,+iH„, v2R=E„—iH,
the expressions of the longitudinal and the trans-
verse components of the Poynting vector

S=-,'(E~x H+E x H*)

Q,
Q5
Q4
Q3
Q2

Q,

are thus

S =, 2
—(I*I—R*R) .d

2np'e' dz

(12)

(13)

(b)
FIG. 3. Multilayered reflecting device for amplifying

(a) the longitudinal and (b) the transverse energy flux;
the wave propagating inside a layer is either of the
homogeneous (sine and cosine), or of the inhomogeneous
(sinh and cosh) type.

As in the case of total reflection at a single inter-
face, ~ formulas (12) and (13) express S„andS„as
a canonical mean value with orthogonal eigenstates
displayed. Thus we have the conclusion that the
observation of the longitudinal shift of expression
(1) should filter the two principal linear polariza-
tion modes, and that the observation of the trans-
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the wave is of the homogeneous type in Q, and Q,
and of the inhomogeneous type in Q, and Q~. It has
been shown that the amplitudes of the propagating
waves in Q, are very large when the condition"'

4w(d, /X)n, cos 8, —g'„—$,4=2m'

is satisfied; d, /X is the ratio of the thickness of
the layer Q, to the wavelength of the radiation in
the vacuum, 8, is the angle of refraction in Q„
P» and $,4 are the phase shifts between the inci-
dent and reflected waves in Q„attotal reflection,
respectively, upon the two faces of Q„and m de-
notes the integer. For weak coupling (l,d, &1)

0» = P»+ 2 sing» cos$» exp(-2l, d, ) .

.75K

5 10

I

50 10 10 1O4

FIG. 4. 4-layered reflecting prism: This figure shows
the z dependence of the longitudinal component S„ofthe
Poynting vector for (a) the transverse electric and {b)
the transverse magnetic mode. The three curves cor-
respond to different thicknesses of the layer 0& (A, ,
wavelength in vacua, incident wave with amplitude unity).

verse shift of expression (2) should filter the two
orthogonal modes which are circularly polarized
inside the last evanescent wave (inside the layer
Qp„such that z &z~„).As we shall see in Secs.
V and VI these conclusions have been experimen-
tally verified.

III. AMPLIFICATION OF THE LONGITUDINAL SHIFT

The stratified medium we have calculated and
used is shown in Fig. 3. The incidence angle in
Q, and the indexes in Q„Q„a.nd Q, are such that

This relation shows the thickness dependence of
Q, on the phase shift p». When f,d, becomes
infinite, g» goes to p», which is the phase shift
on the interface between Q, and Q„with Q, a semi-
infinite medium. "" If condition (14) is satisfied,
the amplitude of the evanescent wave in the last
medium Q4 is very large. In the general case, the
expression of g» should be derived from the
reflection coefficient of a system consisting of two
semi-infinite media Q„Q,separated by the layer
Q, . The light is incident from Q, to Q, at the
incidence angle 0, . Since the phase shifts are
different for the TE and the TM modes, the reso-
nance condition (14) can be obtained only for one
of these two modes. Figure 4(a) displays for three
different values of the thickness d, of Q, the longi-
tudinal S„component of the Poynting vector in the
TE mode as a function of z (where the amplitude
of the incident wave is taken as unity). It is seen
that S, attains very high values inside Q„and at
the interfaces of Q„yielding an extremely strong
longitudinal flux; let us recall that with only one
interface S„would hardly reach the value 12, as
compared with the 10' to 104 obtained here. Figure
4(b) is the analogous one for the TM mode.

Table I displays, for five different values of d„
the value rhx of the longitudinal, or Goos-Hanchen,
shift, calculated by means of formulas (1) and (12),
for the TE and the TM modes. As previously

TABLE I. Amplification of the longitudinal shift: values of the shift as depending on signi-
ficant parameters of the 4-media reflecting prism. 0~ =-70 degrees, n~ ——1.72, n2

——1.330 00,0
n3=2.3000, n4 ——1, ~ =6328 A, A. is the wavelength of light in vacgo.

TE Mode
ax/Z d2/X

TM Mode
a'x/Z

0.11190
0.11281
0.11358
0.11373
0.11382

6.6
11.7
36.8
65.4

117.6

6,6
11.7
37.8
66.2

118.5

0.25
0.30
0.40
0.45
0.50

9.9
17.6
55.2
98.3

174.6

10.0
17.9
56.3
99.4

177.3

0.226 48
0.228 05
0.229 42
0.229 70
0.229 85
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FIG. 7. In order to bring into coincidence the reso-
nance angles for the transverse electric and the trans-
verse magnetic modes, we replace the layer 03 of the
4-layered prism by an ensemble of three appropriate
layers, thus obtaining a 6-layered prism.

64.98 65

e1 (deg)
658)2

FIG. 9. 6-layered reflecting prism: This figure shows
the incidence-angle dependence of the phase shifts g& of
the reflected wave and $6 of the (final) evanescent wave.

IV. AMPLIFICATION OF THE TRANSVERSE SHIFT

20-
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FIG. 8. 6-layered reflecting prism: This figure
shows the incidence-angle dependence of the amplitude
of the evanescent wave for (a) the transverse electric
and (b) the transverse magnetic modes, d& =0.6A, , inci-
dence wave with amplitude unity.

Two significant remarks can be made concern-
ing formula (13). The first one is that, for ampli-
fying the transverse shift, the resonance condition
must be obtained (or at least approached) for both
the TE and the TM modes, and this will imply the
use of more than two intermediate layers.

The second remark is that the computation of the
transverse shift using formula (13) is much
simpler than that of the longitudinal shift using
formula (12). Owing to the presence in (13) of the
derivative dldz it is sufficient for computing S„
(thus Ay) to take into account the values of the
fields at both faces of each interface (through
which they are discontinuous).

Consider for instance the case of tPe pure i.
mode, which by definition is such that R = 0 or

E =iH . Then L*L —R*R=L~L=4E*E =4H*H .
A similar remark had been made previously by
one of us. '

One of us (Y. Levy) has found that by replacing
the layer 0, of Fig. 3(a) by an appropriate set of
three layers (Fig.7), the resonance condition can
in principle be simultaneously met for both the
TE and the TM modes. If realized, such a setup
would in fact be the first device amplifying both
the longitudinal and the transverse shifts. In con-
nection with previous remarks concerning the com-
plementarity between the longitudinal and the trans-
verse shifts, one need not say that a theoretical
and experimental study of the image of a point
source, together with the polarization states of its
different points, would then be extremely interest-
ing.

Owing to the obvious difficulty in producing the
appropriate 6-media (5 interfaces) amplifying de-
vice (Figs. 8, 9, 10), we have been able to obtain up
to now only an approximate realization of the theo-
retical definition, yielding in fact a very strong
amplification of the TE or the TM mode for two
slightly different incidence angles. This obviously
does not "bring into focus" the complementarity
problem of the TE and the TM modes; neverthe-
less, it has allowed us"" to obtain a very strong
amplification of the transverse shift, together
with an easily observable separation of the two
corresponding eigenmodes, I and R, which we
discuss in Sec. VI.

Presently we summarize the technique for de-
fining" a 6-media amplifying device producing
simultaneous resonance of the TE and the TM
modes.

We go back to formula, (14) with the idea that,
without changing the values of ~ and k in formulas
(3a) and (3b) (i.e., the damping factor f of the final
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TABLE II. Amplification of the transverse shift: val-
ues of the shift as depending on significant parameters
of the 6-media reflecting prism. n~ =1.70000,
n2 ——1.33000, n3

——1.60000, n4 ——2.330 00, n~ =1.60000,
n6 ——1, ~ is the wavelength in vacuo.

d2/A. d, /X d4/X d5/A,

0.500 00
0.600 00
0.700 00
0.800 00

0,49168
0,491 97
0.492 25
0.492 10

0.270 09
0.270 02
0.269 99
0.269 99

0.601 16
0.601 97
0.602 09
0.602 33

15.5
42.4

116.5
325.4

0.5 X 0.4 X

—500 —250 250

7 Sy

FIG. 10. 6-layered reflecting prism: z dependence
of the transverse component S„ofthe Poynting vector
for two different thicknesses of the layer Q2. These are
calculated curves corresponding to the ideal case where
resonance occurs at the same angle for the TE and the
TM modes.

evanescent wave), we can produce a phase shift by
replacing the interface between Q4 and 0, by an
appropriate new layer Q (Fig.7), where the wave
will be of the homogeneous type. With 8 denoting
the propagation angle in this layer, one easily finds
that the phase shifts pss of the TE mode and t(~ of
the TM mode will be rendered equal if

Table II displays the values of the transverse
shift hy, as computed from values of the refracting
indices intended to be the experimental ones. It
is seen that hy depends strongly on the thickness
of the first layer, so that any error in the realiza-
tion of this thickness affects badly the result.

The result also critically depends on the thick-
nesses of the other layers, because, as previously
explained, for amplifying the transverse shift it is
necessary to amplify both the TE and the TM
modes [as is obvious in formulas (10) and (13)].
Any error on the thicknesses of the layers 03 04,
and 0, will entail a separation of the resonance
angles for the TE and the TM modes, and will
thus severely reduce the amplification ratio. This
we have verified by numerical computations.

=@3'Pl4 aSd O'Pld cos8= X. (25) V. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION OF THE

LONGITUDINAL SHIFT
Similarly, by replacing the interface between 0,
and Q, by an appropriate layer, it is possible to
render equal the phase shifts g» and P». In this
case, however, the presence of the first medium

A, must be taken into account. But as it is thick
when the amplification is strong, its influence on
the phase shifts is then small.

The final definition of the 6-media amplifying
device is contained in the first four columns of Table
II. The last column gives the calculated absolute
value of the transverse shift, for pure circular
polarization inside the last evanescent wave, as a
function of the thickness of the layer Q, .

In Table II the values of the refraction indices
and the thicknesses of the layers are slightly dif-
ferent from those calculated through formula (25).
This is because we had to use the available trans-
parent media, deposited ie vacuo, approaching at
best those defined theoretically.

Things being so, the thicknesses of the two
layers have been readjusted so that the phase shifts
g f, and Pf„together with g»~ and P~~, are, re-
spectively, equal to each other. The values given
in Table II have been computed according to this
situation.

The amplifying prism, as defined in Sec. II (for
use in the TE mode) is shown in Fig. 11.. Figure
12 shows how, the existence of two images of a
rectilinear object AB orthogonal to the incidence
planes is predicted: The shifted image A. B is
produced by those rays which, incident at the res-
onant value ey of the incidence angle ey go through
the amplifying device; the nonshifted image A'B'
is produced both by the rays of the incidence angle
8 y that are directly reflected by the first interf ace
QR, and by the rays of incidence angles 8, 48,
which do not undergo the strong tunnel effect.

FIG. 11. The 4-layered reQecting prism for producing
the longitudinal shift.
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AB

1 I48'

I

we are considering).
Figures 14(a), 14(b), and 14(c) display the photo-

graphic recording, with three different orienta-
tions of L,: Fig. 14(a) above, TE mode, below,
TM mode; Fig. 14(b) above, TM mode, below, TE
mode; Fig. 14(c) plate I,, removed and incident
linear polarization at 45' of the incidence plane.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION OF THE TRANSVERSE
SHIFT

AB

FIG. 12. Tunneling and nontunneling photons and the
longitudinally shifted, and the nonshifted, reflected rays.

Figure 13 displays the overall experimental
setup, comprising a linear polarizing laser, an
orientable half-wave plate L„aconverging lens
O„ahalf-wave plate L, covering half of the beam
with its axis at 45, the linear object, the prism,
and a lense O, producing the final image. With the
appropriate orientation of L, we obtain, after L„
a TE polarization on one semiplane ((I), and a
TM polarization on the other one (II). By a 45'
rotation of L, we can exchange these polarizations.

The thickness of the first layer was d, =0.45K.,
the computed value of the longitudinal shift b,x
then being 42 p, . The experimental value of d, has
been 0.45k. a 5/o.

With a laser yielding the wavelength X= 6328 A,
and a resonance incidence angle of approximately
71; the measured shift has been 45 p, (which is
comparable to the value produced by some 50
total reflections at a single interface).

Table I shows that the theoretical value of Lb&

depends strongly on d„for d, =0.5A, one finds
Ax=75 p. .

In our experiment the object was a Wolter
plate, "as in a previous work by one of us, ' pro-
ducing a 7r phase difference between two semi-
planes and easily yielding a fine dark straight line
as object.

Figures 14(a), 14(b), and 14(c) display the photo-
graphic recording of the image of this object, and
show both a nonshifted and a shifted image, as
explained above. Of course, no hx shift appears
with the TM mode. The experimental value of hx
is the distance between the nonshifted and the
shifted image. As expected, the observed ~
(Refs. 7, 12) strongly depends on the incidence
angle, and appears only for the resonance value.

By rotating the half-wave plate we have also
verified that the shift exists only for the principal
linear polarization mode to which the amplifying
device is adapted (that is, the TE mode in the case

The device (Fig. 15) we have obtained is not
identical to its theoretical specification, the theo-
retical values of the thicknesses of which are
given in the third line of Table II, + 5/q. Instead
of the theoretical angular separation 0 between
the two resonance angles of =63, we have obtain-
ed 0.2'. And, instead of the calculated value
=80 p, for 4y, we have measured 4y=30 p, . This
is nevertheless 100 times larger than the value
predicted in total reflection at a single interface.

In such conditions the two eigenmodes of the
transverse shift, that is, those which are circu-
larly polarized inside the final evanescent wave,
are, in both the incident and the reflected beams,
elliptical modes which are symmetrical to each
other with respect to the incidence plane and have
extremely unequal axes; at the resonance angle
e» they are extremely close to the TE or & mode,
and at the resonance angle 8» they are extremely
close to the TM or (~ mode [Figs. 16(a) and 16(b)].
It thus follows that practically a beam with linear
polarization (), incident at the resonance angle
0», and that a beam with linear polarization &,
incident at the resonance angle e,~, will excite
both eigenstates of the transverse shift, whereas
the opposite associations will not be able to dis-
play the transverse shift.

Figure 17 explains (in analogy with the analysis
appropriate for the longitudinal shift) why 2 images
of a linear object AB placed inside the incidence
plane are predicted. The rays incident at the res-
onance angle &» or &» will (provided the other
mode & or (( is, respectively, present also) yield

Lq Og L2

LASER

FIG. 13. Overall experimental setup for producing
and observing the longitudinal shift, where L

&
is an

orientable half-wave plate, L 2 is a half-wave plate
covering half of the beam with axis at 45, and AB is a
linear object orthogonal to the incidence plane.
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FIG. 14. Photographic recording of the longitudinal shift, where (a) above shows the TE mode and below the TM
mode, (b) above shows the TM mode and below the TK mode, and (c) shows the linear polarization at 45'.

two symmetrically shifted images A, B, and A.,B, .
The rays which do not have the good incidence
angle will not undergo the large tunnel effect and
will produce a nonshifted image A. 'B'.

Figure 18 shows the overall experimental appa-
ratus, comprising a nonpolarized laser, an orient-
able linear polarizer, a converging lens, a linear
object placed inside the incidence plane, the multi-
plying prism, and a lens producing the final image.

We"" have used in succession two linear objects.
First a Wolter plate, as in our study of the longi-

FIG. 15. The 6-layered reflecting prism for producing
the transverse shift.
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LASER

(o)

(b)

FIG. 16. The eigenmodes of the transverse shift
(circularly polarized inside the last evanescent wave)
as observed in the incident or the reflected plane wave
(very elongated elliptical polarizations) for (a) the
resonance angle for quasi-TE excitation and (b) the
resonance angle for quasi-TM excitation.

tudinal shift. Figure 19 is the corresponding
photographic recording of the final image. As was
expected it shows three lines, the central, non-
shifted, one, being the trace of the incidence plane
and the natural reference for measuring the trans-
verse shift. The two symmetrically shifted lines
are at a measured distance of 30 p from the cen-
tral line. We have verified that the transverse
shift depends critically on the incidence angle, and

appears only inside an extremely narrow range
around the resonance value.

By rotating the linear-polarization analyzer we

FIG. 18. Overa11 experimental setup for producing
and observing the transverse shift, where L

&
is an

orientable linear polarizer and A B is a linear object in-
side the incidence plane.

have verified that (as explained previously) the
polarization of the two shifted lines is indiscern-
ible from the linear polarization either parallel
or perpendicular to the incidence plane (depending
on which value of the resonance angle we are
using), whereas the polarization of the nonshifted
line is similar to that of the incident beam.

We have also used as object a slit of width 30 p, .
The photographic recording of its image is shown
in Fig. 20. It also consists of three strips, the
central one being in fact slightly brighter than the
two lateral ones. The other comments are similar
to those pertaining to the previous case.

It
1'!

I I!

Bq

(a)

FIG. 17. Tunneling and nontunneling photons for the
two transversally shifted A&B&",A2 B2' and the nonshifted
A'B' images; AB is a linear object inside the incidence
plane.

FIG. 19. Photographic recording of the transverse
shift with a Wolter plate as object for (a) nonresonant
and (b) resonant reflection, showing a nonshifted and
two shifted images. The measured value of the trans-
verse shift, that is, the distance between the two lateral
lines and the central one, is 30 p, +2%.
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(a) (b)

FIG. 20. Photographic recording of the transverse
shift (same as Fig. 19), but with a narrow slit replacing
the loiter plate. This photograph has not been used for
measuring the transverse shift.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

A new approach, both theoretical and experi-
mental, has been presented here for studying the
longitudinal and transverse shifts in total reflec-
tion of a light beam. It has been proved, """both
theoretically and experimentally, that both shifts

can be rendered clearly visible by one single re-
flection in a multilayered reflecting prism.

While this result needs little commentary in the
longitudinal case and confirms analogous indepen-
dent research, ' it has, in the transverse case,
implications that should perhaps be emphasized.

The experimental results presented in Sec. VI
of the present work, together with the theoretical
definition of the multiplying prism given in Sec.
IV and the analysis in Sec. II, definitely show the
existence of a quantized transverse shift produced
by the transverse energy flux inside an elliptically
polarized evanescent wave (its eigenfunctions are
the circular polarizations). Moreover, it is not
at all clear at first sight" how the stationary-
phase method" can explain the very large values
of the transverse shift as displayed by our multi-
layered reflecting prism

This definitely proves, in our opinion, that the
energy flow in our experiment is oblique on the
phase planes, that is, noncollinear to the real part
of the complex momentum Sk of the "evanescent
photons. " This "quantal momentum" Sk is the
analog, in the present case, of the "Minkowski
momentum'"' of the photon inside a refracting
medium, while the "Abraham-type momentum"'
is collinear to the Poynting vector and the energy
flux."
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